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T he race to net zero means we need to get a grip on our wardrobes. We

are drowning in clothes — northwards of 100 billion garments are

produced each year from virgin resources; we buy 60 per cent more

clothes than 15 years ago, wearing them for half as long; and 87 per cent of

clothing material is incinerated, consigned to landfills or dumped in the natural

environment. This is not a good look.

However, the world of sustainable fashion solutions is, dare I say it, suddenly

looking exciting. It was, after all, the resale etailer Vestiaire Collective that stole

the fashion headlines recently by attracting investment from the super-luxury

brand Kering and becoming a so-called fashion unicorn (new businesses with

valuations over one billion dollars). Yet there are many eco-initiatives and some

are greenwash. To navigate apply the six fashion Rs to your wardrobe: reduce,

refurbish, resell, rent, repair and regenerate (recycling remains technically

diRcult, especially with synthetic clothes, so that’s a last resort).

According to research by the academics Kate Fletcher and Mathilda Tam, we

need to double the lifespan of all clothing. If that feels like too much to take on

personally, share the load by using a rental platform. Rental is also going

mainstream. Soon it won’t just be dedicated platforms as high street brands get

on in the act. Look out for the Zoa button appearing on the more mainstream

fashion brands’ online stores as they too start to o[er rental (via technology

built by Isabella West, the fashion entrepreneur behind the rental platform

Hirestreet). If this seems unexpected — especially for fast-fashion brands where

the business model is all about selling new — remember that all online brands

are on a quest to find a solution to escalating returns. Could rental be it?

While some big brands have introduced regenerative goals to boost biodiversity

in production methods, support communities and clean up existing pollution

(Timberland says it aims to source all of its natural materials from regenerative

agriculture by 2030), the real movement is about small-scale production from

local harvests. In the UK that means domestically grown crops such as flax for

linen (Fibreshed South West is looking for growers) and reviving the domestic

knitting industry for home-grown wool.

When buying new I also recommend prioritising what I call sane production

systems. These include small-batch runs of limited garments where you commit

and pay in advance to finance the production run. This is the perfect antidote to

a wasteful model where 25 per cent of garments produced are unwanted and

remain unsold.

The need to keep clothes in circulation and extend their lifespan is also driving a

repair revolution in fashion. Mending is much cooler than trying to buy lower-

impact fashion. Orsola de Castro’s recent book Loved Clothes Last: How the Joy

of Rewearing and Repairing Your Clothes Can Be a Revolutionary Act is one of

the best fashion investments you can make this season.

Lucy SiegleLucy Siegle
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The 30 best eco brands

Anna Murphy, fashion director
1. Boody

This may be too much information, but my bottom hasn’t been in anything else

since I came across Boody. This Australian brand makes ultra-user-friendly

undies out of bamboo organically produced in accordance with Ecocert. My year-

round pick is the boyleg briefs (£11.95, boody.co.uk) and in winter I layer the

scoop top under everything (£27.95).

2. Eponine

Sustainability isn’t just about what you buy, of course, but about what happens

after that. This tiny London-based brand conjures incredibly special bespoke

frocks out of repurposed fabrics — be it vintage kimonos or embroidered

Hungarian linens — that you will want to wear until the day you die (from

eponinelondon.com). Needless to say they are far from cheap, but they represent

the ultimate in ever-after dressing. Ready-to-wear styles start from £558.

3. Franks London

Upcycled fabrics are the bread and butter — or rather warp and weft — of the

Franks operation. It uses textiles left over from other fashion production

processes to make shiny and new pieces that are all its own. The fitted Falcus

maxidress — in a yellow or red floral or plain green — is particularly striking

(£190, franksldn.co.uk).

4. Gather and See
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It’s seven years since this multibrand British website set out to prove that

fashion could adhere to its six founding principles: Fairtrade; organic; eco-

friendly; small-scale production; heritage; vegan. Every label it stocks ticks at

least two of the boxes above. Favourites of mine include Skall Studio, for a

softened Scandi aesthetic (like its organic cotton voile tiered pale ditsy Shiro

skirt, £150, gatherandsee.com), and Been London’s recycled leather accessories

(such as its burgundy crossbody, £139).

5. H&M Conscious

Fast-fashion brands are rightly seen as part of the problem, but savvy

sustainability experts recognise that they also represent part of the solution

along with us, the consumer. The H&M Group is the one that — according to

those same experts — is most committed to change, not only in the form of its

Conscious collection, but in its stated aims, which include using 100 per cent

recycled or other sustainably sourced materials by 2030. Meanwhile, its Breton-

style rib-knit — with gold buttons at the shoulder — is made from 51 per cent

recycled polyester (£17.99, hm.com).

6. Nobody’s Child

Further proof that sustainability doesn’t have to be extortionate is this British

set-up, which is particularly celebrated for its dresses — all of which come in at

under 50 quid. My favourite is the Felicia floral midi made from a fabric that is

an eco-responsible alternative to traditional viscose, generating up to 50 per

cent lower emissions and water impact (£45, nobodyschild.com). Alas, enjoying a

clearer conscience at that price point remains the exception rather than the rule

in the fashion industry for now.

7. Sust Style

Even though it launched only last year this multibrand website is already one of

my favourites. It’s not just the eco-attitude that I admire it for, but the quirky

edit of unusual brands, the Catherine Michiels ribbon-strung charm bracelets

being a case in point (£120, suststyle.com), not to mention Carleen’s stunning

jacket made from a vintage quilt (£420).

8. Thread Tales

A brand that’s close to my heart but also to my head — in that it supports

traditional artisanal communities in countries such as Nepal. Thread Tales’s

scarves and wraps are, without exception, things of beauty. Particularly the

handwoven flash stripe scarf in spearmint which, better still, is currently

reduced by 50 per cent to £77.50 (threadtales.com).

9. Pangaia

One of the most innovative operations around at the moment, Pangaia is

fundamentally retooling the way clothes are produced — most notably by way of

its pu[er jackets filled with a trademarked substance it calls FLWRDWN, made

out of wild flowers grown on the American prairies without pesticides. That’s

not all. The vegan trainers are made out of grape leather, a big improvement on

most fossil-fuel-derived synthetics, and it sells recycled cotton, wool and

cashmere. A flamingo pink cashmere hoodie is £207 (thepangaia.com).

10. Reformation

This Los Angeles brand has been about sustainability right from its 2009

beginnings. Which means it’s further down the line than most of its cohort.

Reformation has been carbon, waste and water-neutral since 2015, and aims to

be climate-positive by 2025, which entails — among other things — investing in

renewable energy and using so-called regenerative fibres, the agricultural

production of which absorbs more carbon than is released elsewhere in the

cycle. The dusky blue sheared Roland top is the exemplification of the brand’s

MO, namely being good, but looking ever so slightly naughty (£160,

thereformation.com).

Charlie Gowans-Eglinton, fashion editor
11. &Daughter

Brilliantly cut, great-quality knitwear (and a few other bits to wear it with)

produced in small batches using natural yarns by craftspeople in the UK and

Ireland. These are proper wardrobe staples that you’ll wear time and again. And

again.

12. Arkitaip

This mother-daughter brand uses just one fabric, linen, that has been

sustainably sourced and produced. In earthy tones, it makes for the perfect

holiday wardrobe. It has boiler suits and even linen coats for spring and autumn.

13. General Sleep

This New Zealand brand makes brilliantly cut, classic but not boring pyjamas

using organic cotton, artisanal production and a transparent supply chain, even

making labels from its o[cuts. I’m spending more time in my PJs than ever, so

they deserve as much consideration as the rest of my wardrobe.

14. Good News

As someone who finds designer trainers a bit flashy and sporty trainers a bit

overdesigned, I love the slightly retro simplicity of Good News trainers. And the

recycled rubber soles and organic cotton uppers just add to the appeal.

15. House of Sunny

House of Sunny is a brand I found on Instagram, and its bright colours and o[-

kilter prints are a favourite with influencers. So I was pleasantly surprised to

find that this is a slow-fashion brand that produces just two collections a year

and uses an order system to avoid waste.

16. Hurr collective

Part of shopping more sustainably is only buying pieces that you know you’ll

wear on repeat. But sometimes you need something for a special occasion that

you’re unlikely to wear again any time soon, or you just want the thrill of

something new to wear, which is where the fashion rental platform Hurr comes

in. It’s equally as good for finding a great suit for a job interview as a cracking

dress for a wedding — and you can also rent out your own wardrobe.

17. Mother of Pearl

The creative director, Amy Powney, prioritises sustainability, social

responsibility and environmental impact, even launching the

#FashionOurFuture pledge initiative in 2020. She also happens to be the

designer of the best dress I’ve ever worn, black with signature pearl details,

which always feels special to wear — and so I wear it all the more often, which is

more sustainable in itself. The designer brand has a continuing collaboration

with John Lewis & Partners, with a collection priced from £69 arriving on March

28.

18. Patagonia

Patagonia’s approach to sustainability is the industry gold standard. As a

shopper you may notice the transparent supply chains, the ecologically friendly

fabric choices (and invention of fabrics when there isn’t a sustainable option)

and the repair service. Dig deeper and you’ll find that the brand is a driving force

in the Fair Trade programme, and has given 1 per cent of annual sales to

environmental preservation and restoration since 1985. I love the swimwear and

leggings — a fleece (fashionable and useful too) and wetsuit for cold-water

swimming are on my shopping list.

19. Ren London

This London brand focuses on natural fabrics, be they recycled, dead stock or

handwoven, for a collection that spans beach dresses, teddy-bear jumpers and —

my pick — duvet coats.

20. Rêve En Vert

A chic, curated marketplace for all things sustainable, fashion, homeware,

beauty products and so on, and a great way to discover small brands with a

shared ethos from all over the world.

Hannah Rogers, fashion writer
21. Essen

The best footwear brand recommendation in my arsenal, Essen makes classic

yet modish styles in limited runs up to a size 42. I have lived in its buttery-soft

red leather ballet flats for six months (also known as my Dorothy shoes and, just

saying, they look most excellent with blue jeans), but have my flirtatious eye on

its strappy block-heeled sandals in black (£174, essenthelabel.com).

22. Ganni & Levi’s

Iconic denim meets Scandi cool in this sustainability-focused collaboration.

Every piece in the collection is made from cottonised hemp, which requires less

water and fewer pesticides to grow than cotton. See me back at the oRce in the

structured blazer when we return to the oRce (£375, ganni.com).

23. Lavender Hill Clothing

For the past decade the London-based Lavender Hill Clothing has been ethically

sourcing and producing the softest basics. It only works with UK and European

businesses that pay fairly, its factory is led by a mother-daughter team that

employs 70 women, and all of its core fabric is natural and biodegradable and

made with nontoxic dyes in a CO2-neutral environment. You won’t find a

greener Breton-striped tee (£55, lavenderhillclothing.com).

24. Omnes

This London-based brand spins the prettiest things from recycled polyester. I

lived in a Sixties-style swing-hem minidress from it last summer; this year it’s a

candy-pink, silky jumpsuit that is already winking at me from my post-lockdown

rail. What, you don’t have one? (£65, omnes.com)

25. Otiumberg

A demi-fine jewellery brand that uses 100 per cent recycled materials. I love my

little £95, pearl-studded gold “H” pendant necklace from the London-based

brand; its gold hoops start at £69 (otiumberg.com).

26. Paravel

The only credential a bag needs to be slung over my shoulder this spring is the

capacity to carry a picnic and bottle (or two) of rosé. The Cabana tote from the

sustainable luggage brand Paravel delivers, is made out of 23 recycled plastic

bottles and — and! — wipes clean (£155, tourparavel.com).

27. Prochaine

A new platform serving as a one-stop-shop for womenswear brands trying to

work responsibly, whether that’s by designing limited runs, using eco-friendly

materials and production techniques or carbon o[setting. Launching in May

with the likes of Sleeper, Alexa Chung, Velvet Canyon sunglasses and (my pick)

Manebi espadrilles (@prochaineco).

28. SKIIM Paris

Vegan no, but leather and suede can be green. SKIIM Paris is working towards

sourcing all of theirs from regenerative farms that capture carbon from the

atmosphere and return it to the soil. The brand also has eco-conscious

supermodel Arizona Muse as its sustainability consultant.

29. Stripe & Stare

I concede that these aren’t the raciest knickers to have graced my backside, but

they are by far the comfiest. The trick is in the Tencel, a super-soft fabric made

from sustainably farmed wood pulp. Another plus? They are 95 per cent

biodegradable, so can be chucked on the compost heap when they get holey.

30. Veja

The first vegan trainer to turn heads and still a firm favourite with the style set.

From left: Shorts, SKIIM Paris; trainers, £115, Veja; dress, £235, Reformation

From left: £77.50, Thread Tales; Eponine; bag, £129, Been London at Gather & See

From left: Scoop top, £27.95, Boody; rib-knit jumper, £17.99, H&M

From left: Shorts and shirt sleep set, £127, General Sleep; corduroy trainers, £120, Good News; coat, £250, House of Sunny

From left: Playsuit, £195, Arkitaip; dress, £310, Rêve En Vert; cardigan, £350, &Daughter

Clockwise from top left: Sunglasses, £159, Velvet Canyon; knickers (set of four), £40, Stripe & Stare; Earrings, £69, 
Otiumberg; tote, £155, Paravel

From left: Jumpsuit, £65, Omnes; striped roll neck, £55, Lavender Hill Clothing; denim blazer, £375, Ganni
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Try buying a size up (they can run a little tight) and don’t be put o[ by the white

— they come clean in the wash.
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